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This Mad "instead" May 30 2022 Saltzman reveals figuration to be both
inevitable and inevitably unreliable, and he illustrates how these writers
treat this condition not as an impasse but as a point of departure - indeed,
as an artistic mandate and creative opportunity.".
A Poetry Handbook Jun 26 2019 Offers advice on reading and writing
poetry, and discusses imitation, sound, the line, poem forms, free verse,

diction, imagery, revision, and workshops
Poetry: Discovering Genre Oct 30 2019
A Poet's High Argument May 18 2021 "In this original study of
Elizabeth Bishop's lifelong engagement with Christianity, Laurel Snow
Corelle illuminates the ways in which Bishop's Protestant childhood and
reading of Christian literature, coupled with her deep commitment to
agnosticism, inform the works of this former poet laureate of the United
States. Corelle sees in Bishop's writing a sophisticated and sustained
interrogation of orthodoxy that exquisitely balances Bishop's religious
upbringing with her agnostic stance and that has until now escaped
thorough examination." "To make her case, Corelle immerses the reader
in Bishop's works and world in order to convey the rigor, subtlety, and
complexity of the poet's dialogue with historical Christianity and its
literature. At the heart of that engagement are some compelling
peculiarities. Bishop was a self-proclaimed nonbeliever; yet she grew up
in two devout Protestant homes, and she studied Christian literature
throughout her life. As a result some of the perspectives and prejudices
voiced in her verse are transparently Protestant." "This study illustrates
how she incorporated allusions to scripture and Protestant sacraments in
a subversive critique of organized Christianity and how her
appropriation of three traditional genres common to Christian literature allegory, pastoral elegy, and spiritual autobiography - advanced her own
poetic purposes."--BOOK JACKET.
The Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Bishop Aug 21 2021
Elizabeth Bishop is increasingly recognized as one of the twentieth
century's most important and original poets. Initially celebrated for the
minute detail of her descriptions, what John Ashbery memorably called
her 'thinginess', Bishop's reputation has risen dramatically since her
death, in part due to the publication of new work, including letters,
stories, and visual art, as well as a controversial volume of uncollected
poems, drafts, and fragments. This Companion engages with key debates
surrounding the interpretation and reception of Bishop's writing in
relation to questions of biography, the natural world and politics.
Individual chapters focus on texts such as North and South, Questions of
Travel, and Geography III, while offering fresh readings of the
significance of Nova Scotia, Massachusetts, and Brazil to Bishop's life

and work. This volume explores the full range of Bishop's artistic
achievements and the extent to which the posthumous publications have
contributed to her enduring popularity.
A Companion to Romantic Poetry Jan 02 2020 Through a series of 34
essays by leading and emerging scholars, A Companion to Romantic
Poetry reveals the rich diversity of Romantic poetry and shows why it
continues to hold such a vital and indispensable place in the history of
English literature. Breaking free from the boundaries of the traditionallystudied authors, the collection takes a revitalized approach to the field
and brings together some of the most exciting work being done at the
present time Emphasizes poetic form and technique rather than a
biographical approach Features essays on production and distribution
and the different schools and movements of Romantic Poetry Introduces
contemporary contexts and perspectives, as well as the issues and
debates that continue to drive scholarship in the field Presents the most
comprehensive and compelling collection of essays on British Romantic
poetry currently available
The Oxford Book of Latin American Poetry Mar 04 2020 The most
inclusive single-volume anthology of Latin American poetry
intranslation ever produced.
Music Speaks Sep 21 2021 Explores the meaning(s) of music, the most
intricate and significant language invented by our culture.
The Oxford Companion to Modern Poetry in English Nov 23 2021
Provides over 1,700 biographies of influential poets writing in English
from 1910 to the present day, exploring the influences, inspirations, and
movements that have shaped their works and lives.
The Poetry of Derek Mahon Oct 23 2021 Derek Mahon is one of the
leading poets of his time, both in Ireland and beyond, famously offering
a perspective that is displaced from as much as grounded in his native
country. From prodigious beginnings to prolific maturity, he has been,
through thick and thin, through troubled times and other, a writer
profoundly committed to the art of poetry and the craft of making verse.
He has also been no-less a committed reviser of his work, believing the
poem to be more than a record in verse, but a work of art never finished.
This virtuoso study by Hugh Haughton provides the most
comprehensive account imaginable of Mahon's oeuvre. Haughton's

brilliant writing always serves and illuminates the poetry, yielding
extraordinary insights on almost every page. The poetry, its revisions
and reception, are the subject here, but so thorough is the approach that
what is offered also amounts indirectly to an intellectual biography of
the poet and with it an account of Northern Irish poetry vital to our
understanding of the times.
Becoming Canonical in American Poetry Feb 01 2020
The Pit and the Pendulum Apr 28 2022 This selection of Poe's critical
writings, short fiction and poetry demonstrates an intense interest in
aesthetic issues and the astonishing power and imagination with which
he probed the darkest corners of the human mind. The Fall of the House
of Usher describes the final hours of a family tormented by tragedy and
the legacy of the past. In The Tell Tale Heart, a murderer's insane
delusions threaten to betray him, while stories such as The Pit and the
Pendulum and The Cask of Amontillado explore extreme states of
decadence, fear and hate.
A Short Residence in Sweden & Memoirs of the Author of 'The Rights of
Woman' Jan 26 2022 In these two closely linked works - a travel book
and a biography of its author - we witness a moving encounter between
two of the most daring and original minds of the late eighteenth century:
A Short Residence in Sweden is the record of Wollstonecraft's last
journey in search of happiness, into the remote and beautiful backwoods
of Scandinavia. The quest for a lost treasure ship, the pain of a wrecked
love affair, memories of the French Revolution, and the longing for
some Golden Age, all shape this vivid narrative, which Richard Holmes
argues is one of the neglected masterpieces of early English
Romanticism. Memoirs is Godwin's own account of Wollstonecraft's
life, written with passionate intensity a few weeks after her tragic death.
Casting aside literary convention, Godwin creates an intimate portrait of
his wife, startling in its candour and psychological truth. Received with
outrage by friends and critics alike, and virtually suppressed for a
century, it can now be recognized as one of the landmarks in the
development of modern biography.
A Companion to American Literature and Culture Jul 08 2020 This
expansive Companion offers a set of fresh perspectives on the wealth of
texts produced in and around what is now the United States. Highlights

the diverse voices that constitute American literature, embracing oral
traditions, slave narratives, regional writing, literature of the
environment, and more Demonstrates that American literature was
multicultural before Europeans arrived on the continent, and even more
so thereafter Offers three distinct paradigms for thinking about
American literature, focusing on: genealogies of American literary
study; writers and issues; and contemporary theories and practices
Enables students and researchers to generate richer, more varied and
more comprehensive readings of American literature
The Best of the Best American Poetry Oct 11 2020 Every year since
1988 a major poet has selected seventy-five poems for publication in
The Best American Poetry. The series has quickly grown in both sales
and prestige, as poetry itself has seen a remarkable resurgence in
popularity and vitality, fueled by established poets at the peak of their
powers and a new generation of daring voices. As we approach the
millennium, now is the opportune moment to take stock of american
poetry and choose the work that will stand the test of time. Harold
Bloom, a commanding presence on the American literary state, has read
all 750 poems in the series and has picked the "best of the best." He
precedes his selections with a compelling and highly provocative essay
on the state of American letters, in which he fiercely champions the
endangered realm of the aesthetic over the politically correct. Diverse in
style, method, and metaphor, the seventy-five poems Bloom has chosen
go a long way toward defining a contemporary canon of American
poetry. This exciting volume reflects not only the taste of the current
editor, but the predilections of the all-star list of poets who have
contributed their time and intellect to make this series what is today: a
"valuable, invaluable, supervaluable" (Beloit Poetry Journal) record of
an ever-changing, always exciting art.
In the Frame Aug 09 2020 The subject of In the Frame is poetic
ekphrasis: poems whose starting point or source of inspiration is a work
of visual art. The authors of these sixteen essays, several of whom are
poets as well as critics, have a twofold purpose: calling attention to the
contribution women poets have made to this important genre of poetic
writing and re-thinking ekphrastic poetry's motives and purposes. From
Marianne Moore and Elizabeth Bishop to Mary Jo Salter, C. D. Wright,

and Susan Wheeler, many of our best women poets have done important
work in this genre, and when they describe, confront, or speak for an
image that is itself wordless, their motives are not only formal but
aesthetic. Their poems also raise important questions, from a perspective
that is often, but not always, gender-inflected about how art is made and
displayed, experienced and valued, celebrated and commodified. Jane
Hedley is K. Laurence Stapleton Professor of English at Bryn Mawr
College. Willard Spiegelman is the Hughes Professor of English at
Southern Methodist University, and editor-in-chief of the Southwest
Review. Nick Halpem is an associate professor in the English
Department at North Carolina State University.
The Complete Poems 1927-1979 Nov 04 2022
The Wicked Sisters Jun 18 2021 This provocative study of the lives and
works of Emily Dickinson, Marianne Moore, Elizabeth Bishop,
Adrienne Rich, and Gwendolyn Brooks focuses on the historical
struggles and differences among and within women writers and among
feminists themselves. Erkkila explores the troubled relations women
writers experienced with both masculine and feminine literary cultures,
arguing that popular feminist views often romanticize and maternalize
women writers and their interrelations in ways that effectively reinforce
the very gender stereotypes and polarities which initially grounded
women's oppression. Studying the multiple race, class, ethnic, cultural,
and other locations of women within a particular social field, Erkkila
offers a revisionary model of women's literary history that challenges
recent feminist theory and practice along with many of our fundamental
assumptions about the woman writer, women's writing, and women's
literary history. In contrast to the tendency of earlier feminists to heroize
literary foremothers and communities of women, Erkkila focuses on the
historical struggles and conflicts that make up the history of women
poets. Without discounting the historical power of sisterhood, she seeks
to reclaim women's literary history as a site of contention, contingency,
and ongoing struggle, rather than a separate space of untroubled and
essentially cooperative accord among women. Encompassing the various
historical significations of "wickedness" as destructive, powerful,
playful, witty, mischievous, and not righteous, The Wicked Sisters
explores the power struggles and discord that mark both the history of

women poets and the history of feminist criticism.
The New Anthology of American Poetry Sep 29 2019 Steven Gould
Axelrod, Camille Roman, and Thomas Travisano continue the standard
of excellence set in Volumes I and II of this extraordinary anthology.
Volume III provides the most compelling and wide-ranging selection
available of American poetry from 1950 to the present. Its contents are
just as diverse and multifaceted as America itself and invite readers to
explore the world of poetry in the larger historical context of American
culture. Nearly three hundred poems allow readers to explore canonical
works by such poets as Elizabeth Bishop, Robert Lowell, and Sylvia
Plath, as well as song lyrics from such popular musicians as Bob Dylan
and Queen Latifah. Because contemporary American culture transcends
the borders of the continental United States, the anthology also includes
numerous transnational poets, from Julia de Burgos to Derek Walcott.
Whether they are the works of oblique avant-gardists like John Ashbery
or direct, populist poets like Allen Ginsberg, all of the selections are
accompanied by extensive introductions and footnotes, making the great
poetry of the period fully accessible to readers for the first time.
Ecopoetics and the Global Landscape Jun 06 2020 Ecopoetics and the
Global Landscape: Critical Essays is a collection of trans-national essays
on the intersection of ecopoetics and foundational theoretical issues
within ecocriticism, such as environmental justice, indigenous studies,
animal studies, new materialism, as well as the local and global.
I Pray in Poems Nov 11 2020 I pray in poems explores the intersection
of great works of poetry and Christian faith, offering meditations on
what these works illustrate about Christian living. Readers will
encounter authors as diverse as William Shakespeare, T.S. Eliot, Rumi,
Mary Oliver, and Anna Kamienska. Each poem is followed by an
analytical reflection that explores the work and places it within the
context of one or more Biblical passages. These meditations will assist
the reader in understanding and appreciating the poetry, and will also
offer insightful, perhaps even inspiring, thoughts on what it means to
live a life in faith.
Exchanging Hats Aug 01 2022 When the distinguished art critic Meyer
Schapiro said that Elizabeth Bishop “writes poems with a painter’s eye,”
Bishop was “very flattered: I’d love to be a painter.” The fact is—though

not many knew it—she painted throughout her life, as this handsome
book, reproducing in full color forty of her works, demonstrates. The
paintings were tracked down, identified, and collected by the poet and
art writer William Benton, who arranged the first exhibit of Bishop’s
artwork (twenty-seven pieces) in January 1993 at the East Martello
Tower Museum as part of the Key West Literary Seminar on Bishop’s
writing. Probably the best-known paintings are the three or four that
decorated the dust jackets of earlier editions of her books, but most of
her artwork has never been reproduced. Some, like E. Bishop’s Patented
Slot-Machine, come as a total surprise. William Benton gives the
provenance, dimensions, and (where possible) the date of each work. In
the second half of the book, he also cites many painterly passages from
Bishop’s writing. Typically, after admitting that occasionally she painted
“a small gouache or watercolor,” Bishop asserted: “They are Not
Art—NOT AT ALL.” William Benton concludes, “They are, though.”
In paperback for the first time since its publication, this edition of
Exchanging Hats is sure to generate a renewed appreciation for this
multi-talented artist.
Poetry, Poets, Readers Dec 25 2021 Through detailed considerations of
poetry by Shakespeare, Keats, Edward Lear, Yeats, Auden, Elizabeth
Bishop, and Paul Muldoon, along with sustained meditations on
question-forms in poems, the role of fact in fictions, the nature of literary
value, speech acts and performative utterances issued by poets, the book
sets out a fresh model for relationships between poetry, poets, and
readers - one which allows the historical fact of poems having made
things happen to be itself happening."--Jacket.
Writing the Woman Artist Apr 04 2020 Writing the Woman Artist is a
collection of essays that explore the ways women writers portray women
painters, sculptors, writers, and performers.
Poems: North & South Oct 03 2022
The Cambridge Introduction to American Poetry Since 1945 May 06
2020 This book is the first comprehensive introduction to the richness
and diversity of American poetry from 1945 to the present.
Contemporary Irish Poetry and the Pastoral Tradition Jan 14 2021 In
Contemporary Irish Poetry and the Pastoral Tradition, Donna L. Potts
closely examines the pastoral genre in the work of six Irish poets writing

today. Through the exploration of the poets and their works, she reveals
the wide range of purposes that pastoral has served in both Northern
Ireland and the Republic: a postcolonial critique of British imperialism;
a response to modernity, industrialization, and globalization; a way of
uncovering political and social repercussions of gendered
representations of Ireland; and, more recently, a means for conveying
environmentalism’s more complex understanding of the value of nature.
Potts traces the pastoral back to its origins in the work of Theocritus of
Syracuse in the third century and plots its evolution due to cultural
changes. While all pastoral poems share certain generic traits, Potts
makes clear that pastorals are shaped by social and historical contexts,
and Irish pastorals in particular were influenced by Ireland’s unique
relationship with the land, language, and industrialization due to
England’s colonization. For her discussion, Potts has chosen six poets
who have written significant collections of pastoral poetry and whose
work is in dialogue with both the pastoral tradition and other
contemporary pastoral poets. Three poets are men—John Montague,
Seamus Heaney, Michael Longley—while three are women—Eavan
Boland, Medbh McGuckian, Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill. Five are Englishlanguage authors, while the sixth—Ní Dhomhnaill—writes in Irish.
Additionally, some of the poets hail from the Republic, while others
originate from Northern Ireland. Potts contends that while both Irish
Republic and Northern Irish poets respond to a shared history of British
colonization in their pastorals, the 1921 partition of the country caused
the pastoral tradition to evolve differently on either side of the border,
primarily because of the North’s more rapid industrialization; its more
heavily Protestant population, whose response to environmentalism was
somewhat different than that of the Republic’s predominantly Catholic
population; as well the greater impact of the world wars and the Irish
Troubles. In an important distinction from other studies of Irish poetry,
Potts moves beyond the influence of history and politics on
contemporary Irish pastoral poetry to consider the relatively recent
influence of ecology. Contemporary Irish poets often rely on the motif of
the pastoral retreat to highlight various environmental threats to those
retreats—whether they be high-rises, motorways, global warming, or
acid rain. Potts concludes by speculating on the future of pastoral in

contemporary Irish poetry through her examination of more recent
poets—including Moya Cannon and Paula Meehan—as well as other
genres such as film, drama, and fiction.
Fictions of Form in American Poetry Dec 13 2020 In the 1830s Alexis
de Tocqueville prophesied that American writers would slight, even
despise, form--that they would favor the sensational over rational order.
He suggested that this attitude was linked to a distinct concept of
democracy in America. Exposing the inaccuracies of such claims when
applied to poetry, Stephen Cushman maintains that American poets tend
to overvalue the formal aspects of their art and in turn overestimate the
relationship between those formal aspects and various ideas of America.
In this book Cushman examines poems and prose statements in which
poets as diverse as Emily Dickinson and Ezra Pound describe their own
poetic forms, and he investigates links and analogies between poets'
notions of form and their notions of "Americanness.". The book begins
with a brief discussion of Whitman, who said, "The United States
themselves are essentially the greatest poem." Cushman takes this to
mean that American poetry has succeeded in making fictions about itself
which persuade its readers that its uniqueness transcends merely
geographical boundaries. He explores the truth of this statement by
considering the Americanness of Emily Dickinson, Ezra Pound,
Elizabeth Bishop, and A. R. Ammons. He concludes that the uniqueness
of American poetry lies not so much in its forms as in its formalism and
in the various attitudes that formalism reveals. Originally published in
1993. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
The Fire That Breaks Apr 16 2021 In terms of literary history, Gerard
Manley Hopkins has been difficult to pin down. Many of his concerns industrialism, religious faith and doubt, science, language - were
common among Victorian writers, but he is often championed as a

proto-modernist despite that he avoids the self-conscious allusiveness
and indirectness that typify much high modernist poetry. It is partly
because Hopkins cannot be pigeonholed that his influence remains
relevant. The Fire that Breaks brings together an international team of
scholars to explore for the first time Hopkins's extended influence on the
poets and novelist who defined Anglo-American literature throughout
the past century.
Poetry's Touch Mar 16 2021 To whom does a poem speak? Do poems
really communicate with those they address? Is reading poems like
overhearing? Like intimate conversation? Like performing a script?
William Waters pursues these questions by closely reading a selection of
poems that say "you" to a human being: to the reader, to the beloved, or
to the dead. In any account of reading lyric poetry, Waters argues, there
will be places where the participant roles of speaker, intended hearer,
and bystander melt together or away; these are moments of wonder.
Looking both at poetry's "you" and at how readers encounter it, Waters
asserts that poetic address shows literature pressing for a close relation
with those into whose hands it may fall. What is at stake for us as
readers and critics is our ability to acknowledge the claims made on us
by the works of art with which we engage. In second-person poems, in a
poem's touch, we may come to see why poetry matters to us, and how
we, in turn, come to feel answerable to it. Poetry's Touch takes as a
central thread the poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke, a writer whose work is
unusually self-conscious about poetic address. The book also draws
examples from a gamut of European and American poems, ranging from
archaic Greek inscriptions to Keats, Dickinson, and Ashbery.
Wilbur's Poetry Dec 01 2019 Discusses the poems and translations of a
leading contemporary poet.
Selected Poems Jul 20 2021 Drawing from every stage of his career,
Derek Walcott's Selected Poems brings together famous pieces from his
early volumes, including "A Far Cry from Africa" and "A City's Death
by Fire," with passages from the celebrated Omeros and selections from
his latest major works, which extend his contributions to reenergizing
the contemporary long poem. Here we find all of Walcott's essential
themes, from grappling with the Caribbean's colonial legacy to his
conflicted love of home and of Western literary tradition; from the

wisdom-making pain of time and mortality to the strange wonder of
love, the natural world, and what it means to be human. We see his
lifelong labor at poetic crafts, his broadening of the possibilities of
rhyme and meter, stanza forms, language, and metaphor. Edited and with
an introduction by the Jamaican poet and critic Edward Baugh, this
volume is a perfect representation of Walcott's breadth of work,
spanning almost half a century.
The Art of Poetry Feb 12 2021 In The Art of Poetry, Shira Wolosky
provides a dazzling introduction to an art whose emphasis on verbal
music, wordplay, and dodging the merely literal makes it at once the
most beguiling and most challenging of literary forms. A uniquely
comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to poetic form, The Art of
Poetry moves progressively from smaller units such as the word, line,
and image, to larger features such as verse forms and voice. In fourteen
engaging, beautifully written chapters, Wolosky explores in depth how
poetry does what it does while offering brilliant readings of some of the
finest lyric poetry in the English and American traditions. Both readers
new to poetry and poetry veterans will be moved and enlightened as
Wolosky interprets work by William Shakespeare, John Donne, William
Blake, William Wordsworth, Emily Dickinson, Robert Frost, Sylvia
Plath, and others. The book includes a superb two-chapter discussion of
the sonnet's form and history, and represents the first poetry guide to
introduce gender as a basic element of analysis. In contrast to many
existing guides, which focus on selected formal aspects like metrics or
present definitions and examples in a handbook format, The Art of
Poetry covers the full landscape of poetry's subtle art while showing
readers how to comprehend a poetic text in all its dimensions. Other
special features include Wolosky's consideration of historical
background for the developments she discusses, and the way her book is
designed to acquaint or reacquaint readers with the core of the lyric
tradition in English. Lively, accessible, and original, The Art of Poetry
will be a rich source of inspiration for students, general readers, and
those who teach poetry.
Aberration in Modern Poetry Aug 28 2019 This critical work
considers the role played by elements that might be considered
aberrational in a poet’s oeuvre. With an introductory essay exploring the

nature of aberration, these fourteen contributions investigate the work of
major 20th-century poets from the U.S., Britain, Ireland, Australia and
New Zealand. Aberration is considered from the standpoint of both the
artist and the audience, prompting discussion on a range of important
issues, including the formation of the canon. Each essay discusses the
status of the aberrant work and the ways in which it challenges, enlarges
or supports the overall perception of the poet.
Li Ch?ing-chao, Complete Poems Mar 28 2022 Written during the
final years of the Sung Dynasty, with its political intrigues and collapse
in the face of the Tatar invasions, her poems reveal an imaginative
freshness, sensuous imagery, and satirical spirit often at odds with the
decadent Confucian code of the day.
Poems Sep 02 2022 This is the definitive centenary edition of the work
of one of America's greatest poets, recognised today as a master of her
art and acclaimed by poets and readers alike. Her poems display honesty
and humour, grief and acceptance, observing nature and human nature
with painstaking accuracy. They often start outwardly, with geography
and landscape - from New England and Nova Scotia, where Bishop grew
up, to Florida and Brazil, where she later lived - and move inexorably
toward the interior, exploring questions of knowledge and perception,
love and solitude, and the ability or inability of form to control chaos.
This new edition, edited by Saskia Hamilton, includes Bishop's four
published volumes (North & South, A Cold Spring, Questions of Travel
and Geography III), as well as uncollected poems, translations and an
illuminating selection of unpublished manuscript poems, reproduced in
facsimile, revealing exactly how finished, or unfinished, Bishop left
them. It offers readers the opportunity to enjoy the complete poems of
one of the most distinguished American poets of the twentieth century.
Great American Prose Poems Sep 09 2020 A prose poem is a poem
written in prose rather than verse. But what does that really mean? Is it
an indefinable hybrid? An anomaly in the history of poetry? Are the very
words "prose poem" an oxymoron? This groundbreaking anthology
edited by celebrated poet David Lehman, editor of The Best American
Poetry series, traces the form in all its dazzling variety from Poe and
Emerson to Auden and Ashbery and on, right up to the present. In his
brilliant and lucid introduction, Lehman explains that a prose poem can

make use of all the strategies and tactics of poetry, but works in
sentences rather than lines. He also summarizes the prose poem's French
heritage, its history in the United States, and the salient differences
between verse and prose. Arranged chronologically to allow readers to
trace the gradual development of this hybrid genre, the poems
anthologized here include important works from such masters of
American literature as Gertrude Stein, William Carlos Williams, e. e.
cummings, Hart Crane, Ernest Hemingway, James Schuyler, Allen
Ginsberg, Frank O'Hara, and Elizabeth Bishop. Contemporary mainstays
and emerging poets -- Robert Bly, John Ashbery, Charles Simic, Billy
Collins, Russell Edson, James Tate, Anne Carson, Yusef Komunyakaa,
and Lydia Davis, among them -- are represented with their best work in
the field. The prose poem is beginning to enjoy a tremendous upswing in
popularity. Readers of this marvelous collection, a must-have for anyone
interested in the current state of the art, will learn why.
Complete Poems Jun 30 2022 A comprehensive edition of one of
America's greatest poets, this collection draws from her four published
volumes, together with 50 uncollected works and translations of Octavio
Paz, Max Jacob and others.
Poetic Rhythm Feb 24 2022 A straightforward and practical introduction
to rhythm and meter in poetry in English.
Do Metaphors Dream of Literal Sleep? Jul 28 2019 In culture and
scholarship, science-fictional worlds are perceived as unrealistic and
altogether imaginary. Seo-Young Chu offers a bold challenge to this
perception of the genre, arguing instead that science fiction is a form of
“high-intensity realism” capable of representing non-imaginary objects
that elude more traditional, “realist” modes of representation. Powered
by lyric forces that allow it to transcend the dichotomy between the
literal and the figurative, science fiction has the capacity to
accommodate objects of representation that are themselves neither
entirely figurative nor entirely literal in nature. Chu explores the
globalized world, cyberspace, war trauma, the Korean concept of han,
and the rights of robots, all as referents for which she locates sciencefictional representations in poems, novels, music, films, visual pieces,
and other works ranging within and without previous demarcations of
the science fiction genre. In showing the divide between realism and

science fiction to be illusory, Do Metaphors Dream of Literal Sleep?
sheds new light on the value of science fiction as an aesthetic and
philosophical resource—one that matters more and more as our
everyday realities grow increasingly resistant to straightforward
representation.
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